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RIVIERA DEI FIORI

Riviera dei Fiori.
Will Simply Leave
You Speechless!
Thousands and thousands of words would still not be enough to describe the beauty of
Riviera dei Fiori. The landscape is very varied along the coast - from sand, to pebbles,
to cliffs. Thin sand in the bays of Sanremo, golden tongues in Diano Marina and Arma di
Taggia, cliffs at Capo Sant’Ampelio and Capo Cervo, - where the waves bubble and cling,
mumble and swarm with life, in the inlets of smooth pebbles. The varied coastline turns
into valleys, gorges and mountain peaks at an altitude of 300 metres. A whirl of
landscapes for a wealth of experiences to live night and day in the lively cities, while
hiking in the woods, or plunging in history inside medieval little towns.

Arma di Taggia

Cervo

Cervo.
For those who prefer the sound of the sea rather than the noise of the city, chamber
music rather than discos, Cervo is the perfect place. It is also called the Music Town for its
international festival. The pedestrian area of the historic centre mirrors itself in
transparent waters, and on the upper part of the town, woods and olive trees dye the hills
green.
A sea of silence.
Diano Marina.
Amusement follows quiet. Diano Marina is lively and young, with nice hotels, well
equipped beaches and night clubs of all kinds, and of course nice places to shop after a
sunbathing session on the beach. A true explosion of colours and happiness is guaranteed
on the occasion of Carnival and the Corpus Domini Infiorata. The coastal blue and the hill
green are the main colours in San Bartolomeo al Mare, modern town enclosed within the
coast and the “Via Aurelia” street.

Diano Marina

Imperia

Imperia.
Every place, like every person, has its own smell, and Imperia fragrances are unmistakable,
with its exotic and Mediterranean vegetation at the same time, and with the aroma of
wonderful seafood cuisine. Once you’ve awakened your sense of smell, you’ll have to
compensate with great views, like the wonders of the huge African palm trees on the
coast, or the Parasio, the historic centre with its medieval buildings, baroque churches,
arcades overlooking the beach, and steep concentric alleys.
Arma di Taggia.
You can go for a nice walk along the beach from Grotta dell’Annunziata to the harbour,
maybe eating the savoury speciality of the city, canestrelli, or the sweet fennel biscuits.
A family holiday in Arma di Taggia will offer you unique and precious moments you will
remember.

Sanremo

Sanremo.
In Sanremo every day is a special day. The city offers amusement for the children in the
little white sandy beach equipped with every comfort, and entertains adults in the
famous 1905 Casino, where the green table is king. Fashion shopping is the most popular
activity along the streets Matteotti and Palazzo, whereas along the seaside you can enjoy
fishing, diving, canoeing, sailing, and surfing. The Flowers City is mostly identified with
the Festival of Sanremo - the Italian song Festival -, the main event in a very rich calendar.
Sanremo offers literary meetings on Tuesdays, concert seasons, as well as the bicycle
racing “Classicissima”, the car Rally, and Criterium, the wonderful Easter sailing event.
Great performances on the sea.

Ospedaletti.
Hospitality is the passion of this fishing
little town. Ospedaletti, with the most
temperate climate in Italy, was a longed
for destination of Mary Shelley and
Katherine Mansfield. To understand their
passion in full, try to walk along the sea
between gardens of carnations and
roses in bloom, or to climb up ancient
muletracks through the woods.
Bordighera.
An Eastern spot in Liguria. Bordighera is
the city with the most northerly palm
grove in Europe.
Actually, this kind of tree creates a
special landscape very well integrated
with the façades of the buildings, villas
in Liberty Style, the harbour, and the
upper city - a tangle of alleys and stone
arches dating back to the 15th century.
Monet painted it, Edmondo De Amcis
wrote about it, Margaret of Savoy loved
it... and how can you blame her? You just
need to go up to the belvedere of Capo
Sant’Ampelio for a panoramic view that
is love at first sight.
Ospedaletti

Balzi Rossi

Ventimiglia.
This sea town is built along the Roia river, which separates the coastal medieval part from
the modern area.
The cultural heritage of this town, which is located at the border with France, is very wide
and is on display on the occasion of important cultural events like the Flowers Battle, the
medieval cortege procession with drummers and flag-wavers, the Ludum Balistrae - a
crossbow tournament -, the Regatta of San Secondo, and the Festival of Castagnole.
Balzi Rossi.
The border charm. We end this itinerary from the very beginning, from the origins of
human history when 200 thousand years ago men lived in the “Balzi Rossi” caves. Before
you cross the border say goodbye to Liguria with a dive in the emerald waters of Spiaggia
delle Uova, a little bay of smooth rounded stones.
And then welcome France, another land, another history.

Diano Marina

The Sanctuary of Cetaceans.
LIKE when you suddenly see a falling star,
and feel a strong emotion deep in your heart... when you see
a fin emerging in the waves, and, in a quick leap, the body of a dolphin
or the tail of a little fin-whale, you can experience exactly the same. These emotions are not so rare in
Liguria. This region, which is one of the three summit angles together with Provence and Tuscany,
expands on 100,000 sq.km where cetaceans live free. This Reserve is the temple for whale-watching
excursions, about five-hour long, which are organised on boats departing from Diano Marina,
Imperia, Sanremo and Bordighera, always with expert biologists present on board.

Blue flags waving.
San Lorenzo al Mare, Bordighera, Taggia, Santo Stefano al Mare,
Sanremo, Riva Ligure, Diano Marina, Imperia:
many many beaches have been awarded the longed blue flag by
the Foundation for Environmental Education
which certifies the quality of water, of environmental
management systems, of services, and safety of course.
Peace of mind for your holiday “nel blu dipinto di blu.”
Imperia

Apricale

RIVIERA DEI FIORI

History Trail.
Green expanse and sea, a wonderful landscape entwined with history and ancient
tradition, stretches from the coast towards the inland territory through an itinerary which
leads back to the origins of this land. Experience Liguria, experience a journey across a
territory rich in magical views, almost a fairy tale.
As in the best fairy tales, this itinerary tells of witches and stakes, of mysterious artists
reviving old abandoned towns, tales of legends about the preparation of traditional
dishes, of little alleys where houses are so close to one another they almost seem to
touch, and it also tells of enchanted lands. And then of battles between Saracens and the
proud people of Liguria, through hidden paths and sandy expanses.

Sanremo - Historic Centre “La Pigna” - Square “Piazza dei Dolori”

Dolceacqua

Dolceacqua, an enchanting little village
starts from the far end of the Riviera dei
Fiori - the perfect landscape for a journey
back in time to the very origin of ancient
traditions such as the preparation of
Michetta (traditional cake) and the ancient
“jus primae noctis”, revisited in a very
popular festival, every 15th August.
A hidden itinerary along the meandering
alleys of the little town leads you to the
spectacular Doria Castle that overlooks the
town and the valley.
Here you can have a fine glass of Rossese DOC labelled wine, made from the
vineyards of this land.
Along the Nervia Valley another little jewel
is hidden in the mountains, with its bell
tower standing out from the houses.

The picturesque medieval little town of
Apricale dominates the winding road
climbing up the valley.
Take a walk among its little alleys to reach
the wonderful Lucertola Castle and the
Theatre Gallery, where you can admire the
wonderful stage design of Emanuele
Luzzati during the summer Festival E le
stelle stanno a guardare (while stars are
watching).
If you want to make the best of your visit,
and enjoy some gastronomic specialities,
the best time of the year to arrive here is
the month of September, when you can
join in the festivities of the Festival of the
Pansarola, a traditional fried pastry served
with hot zabaglione - delicious for those
who have a sweet tooth!

Behind the city of Sanremo, sits a gem, Bussana Vecchia the artists’ village, with its unique
history. At the end of the 19th century a violent earthquake destroyed part of the town,
forcing the inhabitants to leave their homes. For sixty years, Bussana was a ghost town.
Then finally it was revived by artists who decided to open their ateliers there. It’s very nice
to browse among craftsman shops and works of art. Alternatively you can live the magical
atmosphere of this little town joining some of the many events on stage all year .

Bussana Vecchia

Triora, little town in the Argentina Valley
has a “noir” charm. It is also known as the
Witches Town after a famous witchcraft
trial in 1587. In Triora everything, in every
single corner, recalls witches.
However, the town is not just gnomes,
elves, and esoteric or supernatural events,
you can also find craftsman workshops
and nice stores with plenty of traditional
specialities on offer, a real joy for the
palate, like cheese, chocolates (Witch’s Kiss
and Devil’s Balls), jam, and elixirs, not to
mention the famous Bread of Triora,
traditionally cooked in a wood-oven on a
bed of chestnut leaves.
You’ll have to stop for a relaxing break in
the Spa resort of Pigna, a little treasure
built with a very peculiar architectural
style, that evokes far away myths and
traditional Ligurian stories of health and
wellness. For those who love strong
flavours, a stop at Badalucco is a must,
better if in the middle of September, with
its gastronomic festival where you can
taste the original dried cod recipe called
Stoccafisso alla Badalucchese - a tradition
of this little town - that you can taste at its
best with taggiasche olives.

Mendatica

While following this gastronomic itinerary
you should stop in the little town of
Mendatica, famous for the much
appreciated white cuisine closely linked to
the mountain traditions and to the ritual
of transhumance. This gastronomic culture
brings the tasty malga cheese to your
table. And among the most interesting
recipes, the Sciumette are spoonfuls of
whipped egg whites and sugar cooked in
boiling milk.
Along the journey through the Crosia
Valley you will find Perinaldo. An excellent
opportunity for you to explore the stars

from the famous Observatory named after
Gian Domenico Cassini, an important 17th
century astronomer who was born here
and was called by Louis XIV of France to
work at the Palace of Versailles.
Pieve di Teco, the medieval little town
immersed in nature and located between
the two regions of Liguria and Piemonte,
has the strong smell and vivid colours of
lavender. Another characteristic product of
this area is the famous Col di Nava soap made from the fragrant flower so easily
found along the narrow streets of the
Arroscia Valley villages.

Perinaldo

If you start to miss the sea, you can visit
the town of Cervo, a pleasant break
especially for the music enthusiasts:
between July and August, you can enjoy
the famous International Festival of
Chamber Music.
At this time the Church of the Corallini
courtyard, made of the characteristic
white and black sea pebbles, turns into a
magnificent stage for gentle melodies
performed in the natural setting offered by
the sea and the stars.
Heading towards Taggia, this wonderful
little town perched above the sea unveils
the secret of the name of the most famous
Ligurian olives - taggiasche: according to
the legend, Benedictine Monks planted
this cultivar in the 12th century and
started to produce an Extra Virgin Olive Oil
with an aroma unique in its kind.

Cervo

Extra Virgin Olive
.
Oil
This magic fluid, with a unique consistency, is the olive groves
nectar and the ingredient for Mediterranean potions.
The Extra Virgin Olive Oil of the Italian Riviera now has a
millenary tradition.
The most famous olive variety is Taggiasca,
perfect for the delicacy of Ligurian recipes.
A perfect marriage between nature and taste!

Wine.

The “divine” nectar that enchanted travellers
and international artists is king on the tables of the region.
Dolceacqua the prestigious wine is Rossese of Dolceacqua,
and it is Ormeasco of Pornassio in the Upper Arroscia Valley.
Aromas that come from the sun and the saltiness
of the sea along these lands.

Liguria on the go: cycling across the beauty.
The old rails of an abandoned railway today have become a Coast Park:
the first stretch extends from Ospedaletti to San Lorenzo al Mare.
24 kilometres long, it crosses 8 Municipalities and consists of a
cycling path, a promenade, access to the beach,
and green areas, with the continuation
towards Imperia, Diano Marina and Cervo.

Alta Via dei Monti Liguri.
To view Liguria from an exceptional point of view:
the Alta Via dei Monti Liguri is the most enchanting itinerary to visit the entire
mountain ridge of the region, from Ventimiglia to Sarzana. Each leg along the way
is a guarantee of unforgettable landscapes : along green paths, sea views appear on the coastal side.

Trekking - Triora, Valle Argentina
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